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in december 2019, the government began to obligate
consumers to pay a fee to register their mobile devices
international mobile equipment identity (imei) codes (see
c4), introducing another cost to getting online. an online
petition to abolish this fee on the governments petition
platform gathered 24,715 signatures, 4 but there has
been no information about official engagement with this
appeal, even though it exceeded the 10,000-signature
threshold required for parliamentary consideration. in
december 2020, the government changed the imei
registration procedure, obliging retail sellers to take
responsibility for registering imei devices. 5 in 2016,
amendments to the criminal code increased the penalty
(under article 244.1) for the dissemination through mass
media or telecommunications networks of information or
materials that threaten public security and order
(including by containing ideas of religious extremism,
separatism, or fundamentalism) to up to eight years
imprisonment. 12 observers, including the osce, regarded
this as a move to further suppress freedom of expression
online. 13 anya is a freelance technology writer. originally
from russia, she is currently a full-time remote worker and
digital nomad. with a background in journalism, language
studies, and technical translation, anya couldn't imagine
her life and work without using modern technology on a
daily basis. always looking out for new ways to make her
life and location-independent lifestyle easier, she hopes to
share her experiences as a tech- and internet-addict
through her writing. read anya's full bio
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